
Jim Hudson is the founder of the Lean Expert Academy and a previous partner in
the Lean Leadership Institute with Jeff Liker (The Toyota Way), Paul Akers (2
Second Lean) and Norm Bodek (Productivity Press Founder). Jim is releasing his
first book, Lean 2.0: How to Dominate Your Industry Using Lea(R)n Thinking in
2018.
Jim believes the days of suboptimal results of command & control management
models will be replaced within this decade, and you are a driver in that transition.
He believes that we are at the tipping point of a new era, an era where
everything that has the name “management” attached to it, will be done with
Lean thinking and Lean management.
After years of being deep in the trenches of making change happen, implementing
Lean is not that hard to do. It’s actually quite easy if you follow the right steps,
and Hudson's course shows you exactly how to achieve that outcome.
Jim's goal and mission are to produce as many excellent Lean thinking leaders as
possible – to arm you with the ability to recreate what he and his team of
consultants have been doing consistently for many years. 

Testimonials

Jim Hudson

 Jim coached my team while I was working with Schulmberger to improve the
working process within the company. The lean training and the six sigma
initiatives increased the work process efficiency and improved the overall
performance of the team. The recommendations given by Jim and his team,
during the high activity between 2007 and 2008, had a great impact on our
operations.

- Operations Manager at GoTech.

 Jim is a fantastic coach. I have learned a lot from him that helped me change
the way I think about change. He is very patient and an excellent listener. In a
problem solving exercise, he strives to understand the problem and targets the
real root cause before helping you reach to the solution. I am happy that I had
the opportunity to work with Jim and learn from him.

- Operational Excellence Manager - MENA at National Oilwell Varco.
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